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DEAR READER,
Recent events have accelerated the digitalisation of the way we purchase
and provide services. Many of us are now buying online and the use of
apps is ingrained in our everyday lives. For most workshops, the first digital
communication with customers was prompted by garage management
systems but things have moved on. Workshop use of social media has
surged over the past year and what began as an ideal way to notify
customers of changes in opening hours and services has become the go-to
channel to promote seasonal offers and attract new customers.
We look at how workshops can use digital media to enhance their
customers’ experience and capitalise on revenue opportunities that may
have otherwise been missed in our cover story, which begins on page 31.
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To embrace digitalisation, we must have accurate data in every part of
our process – from ensuring we have updated customer contact records
to calibrating tools and performing software updates – and the ability to
access vehicle data and systems in modern connected cars is clearly crucial
to the success of the independent workshop. We look at the barriers the VMs
are imposing and the workarounds in our Diagnostic equipment feature
from page 22 and Technical Data article from page 38.
The surge in online training has been one good thing to come out of the
pandemic and as things return to a semblance of normality, a mixture of
live and online training is likely to be the way forward for many – we detail
several virtual and physical events on the horizon. Check out details of
Autotechnician’s Big Weekend training event in November on page 9 – a
limited number of tickets are now on sale.
To ensure you continue to receive the magazine, register here:
https://autotechnician.co.uk/subscribe
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twitter.com/autotech_mag
* View and download previous digital issues at:
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who do not meet the qualifying criteria can request to receive a link to the digital issue free of charge or can opt to pay £25 for an annual subscription to receive an issue in the post.
All material, unless otherwise stated, is the copyright of Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd and reproduction in whole or in part of any text, photograph or illustration, without prior written
permission of the publishers, is prohibited. While all due care is taken to ensure the content of Autotechnician is accurate, the publishers cannot accept liability for omissions or errors. Any
written material or pictures supplied by contributors are published in good faith and on the understanding they are free from any copyright or other restrictions.
Published by: Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd, The Joiners Shop, Historic Dockyard Chatham, Kent ME4 4TZ
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IS THE UK READY FOR SELF-STEERING
CARS?
Following a consultation last year, the government has
announced that vehicles with Automated Lane-Keeping
Systems, ALKS, technology could be allowed on UK roads by
the end of this year – the first type of hands-free driving to be
legalised in the UK.
The technology controls the position and speed of a car in
a single lane and it will be limited to 37mph. Drivers will not
be required to monitor the road or keep their hands on the
wheel when the vehicle is driving itself but the driver will
need to be able take over when requested by the system
within 10 seconds. If a driver fails to respond, the vehicle will
automatically put on its hazard lights to warn nearby vehicles,
slow down and eventually stop.
The technology could improve road safety by reducing human
error, says the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders,
preventing 47,000 serious accidents and saving 3,900 lives
over the next decade. “Technologies such as Automated
Lane Keeping Systems will pave the way for higher levels of
automation in future – and these advances will unleash Britain’s
potential to be a world leader in the development and use of
these technologies, creating essential jobs while ensuring our
roads remain among the safest on the planet,” said SMMT Chief
Executive Mike Hawes.
Steve Nash, CEO of the IMI, highlighted the ongoing training
requirement for repairers following the announcement: “The

IMI has already cited the serious deficit in technicians qualified
to work on electric vehicles; currently we’re at just 5%. A
skilled workforce for vehicles featuring Advanced Driver Assist
Systems (ADAS) is better populated – but it’s still an area of
concern as a whole. And the reality is this currently presents a
much bigger risk for road users than electric vehicles.”
“Connected and autonomous technologies are crucial to
advancing the safety and performance of vehicles for all road
users. But it will only work if it is accurately calibrated at all
times and whilst ADAS technology is certified at manufacture,
we firmly believe there is room for improvement to ensure that
automotive technicians repairing vehicles fully understand
ADAS technology so that all systems are precisely and
accurately calibrated before a vehicle goes back on the road.”
The IMI’s TechSafe standard has been developed to ensure
technicians are appropriately qualified to work on vehicles
involving ADAS as well as electrified vehicles. You can find out
more at: https://tide.theimi.org.uk

WORKSHOPS URGED TO GET BEHIND
DVSA SAFE CAMPAIGN

INDUSTRY

With the MOT extension in 2020 resulting in fewer
tests over the coming months, First Line is supporting
motor factors and garages to proactively promote
vehicle safety checks as part of the DVSA’s ‘Make it
SAFE’ campaign, and to further drive business back
into the independent aftermarket.
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First Line is urging motor factors and repairers
to download a selection of marketing materials,
communicating the need for basic checks and to
encourage a service or MOT before driving again more
regularly. Jon Roughley, Global Marketing Director,
said: “There is a real concern about the safety and
roadworthiness of vehicles on our roads, especially
following a period of inactivity and MOT extension.
“Now that things are slowly opening up again, we will
start to see an increase of traffic as more and more
people jump back into their cars. It’s important that
the automotive aftermarket adopts the same resilience

as it did in 2020, in effectively reminding customers
about the importance of ensuring their vehicle is safe
and roadworthy.”
New research from Direct Line has highlighted that
approximately 3.8 million motorists are driving
without an MOT.
To view and download the DVSA Vehicle Safety Toolkit,
please visit https://mattersoftesting.blog.gov.uk/
wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2021/03/SAFE_vehiclesafety-checks-toolkit-MOT-garages.pdf.

AUTOTECH ACADEMY ANNOUNCES SCHOOL OF THOUGHT AMBASSADOR ROLE
Autotech Academy’s National Careers Manager, Dave
Walker, has become the 100th ambassador for School
of Thought – a not-for-profit organisation made up of
automotive industry figures, working together to raise the
profile of the automotive aftermarket within schools and
colleges.
Dave will join a collective body of 99 like-minded people
from across the industry who are driving awareness of
School of Thought, ahead of its official launch in July
and working with schools and colleges to highlight the
advantages and opportunities a career within the motor
trade can yield.
Working with organisations in education such as STEM
UK, Youth Employment UK and Career Wales, School
of Thought’s overriding objective is to ensure that the

automotive industry is no longer invisible and becomes a
viable career option to students.
“The automotive industry vitally needs to attract students
from a young age, to not only demonstrate the varied
careers available, but the exciting evolution of the sector,”
Dave Walker comments.
“While Autotech Academy was created to provide intern
opportunities within the automotive aftermarket for
college leavers, School of Thought is working to attract
young people onto these college courses. Working
together as ambassadors we are, effectively, closing the
loop.”
To become an ambassador of School of Thought, or for
further information, contact dave@ready4work.uk.

IAAF APPOINTS NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE
The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation has
appointed Mark Field as its new Chief Executive, succeeding
Wendy Williamson who is retiring later this year.
Field has worked with the IAAF through the Federation’s PR
representative, Impression Communications, for the past nine
years and will assume chief executive responsibilities from 1
July 2021. He also has experience working within automotive
media, PR and automotive trading groups.
Field said: “I am honoured to be heading up the IAAF in what
is both an exciting and challenging time for the automotive
aftermarket. We will look to continue the modernisation

of IAAF during a period of immense change, bringing new
opportunities, ideas and value to the growing membership.”

BIG WEEKEND TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE
See page 8 and 9 for details of Autotechnician’s training event in November.

gea_1_Layout 1 18/03/2014 13:06 Page 1

LOOKING TO PURCHASE
GARAGE EQUIPMENT?
INDUSTRY

For peace of mind always purchase equipment and service from a GEA
Member. Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who follow the
Garage Equipment Association’s Code of Conduct.

www.gea.co.uk
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LKQ EUROPE INVESTS IN ITS DIGITAL STRATEGY
LKQ Europe is opening a new Innovation and Service Centre in Katowice, Poland, to enhance its ability to offer innovative digital
products and solutions to its customers across the continent.
Andy Hamilton, CEO of LKQ Euro Car Parts in the UK and Republic of Ireland, added: “Digitalisation is key to the continued
competitiveness of the independent aftermarket, and as its leading supplier – not just of parts, but of solutions, equipment and
training – it’s our responsibility to drive this agenda forward, right along the value chain.”

DRIVETRAIN COMPONENTS TOP CAUSE OF SERVICE AND REPAIR DISPUTES
The Motor Ombudsman has reported that faults and
failures associated with a drivetrain component of a
vehicle were the cause of the majority of service and
repair disputes submitted by consumers to its Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) service during the first quarter of
2021.
Where a customer specified the mechanical part they
deemed to be the problem, more than half (58%) were
related to the vehicle’s drivetrain. Within the drivetrain
category, the intake manifold was the biggest area of
concern with nearly a fifth of individuals stating that they
had a problem with this component, taking over from
the timing chain, which was the main bone of contention
during the opening quarter of 2020. Issues with the
car’s battery (7%), turbo (7%) and oil pump (7%), which
included quality concerns and failures, contributed to just
over 20% of the drivetrain-related disputes which were
logged with The Motor Ombudsman at the beginning of
this year.
Concerns with a car’s exterior were the second largest
source of service and repair disputes brought to The Motor
Ombudsman by consumers at 18% overall. The quality of
the paintwork emerged as the most significant bodywork
problem in the first quarter of 2021.

From the individuals who specified their preferred form
of resolution to bring their dispute to a close, over a third
(37%) requested a full refund for a service, or repair work
that had been carried out on their vehicle, with more
than a quarter (29%) wanting a free-of-charge repair to
put right perceived diagnosis or workmanship issues.
Furthermore, the average consumer claim value for a
service and repair dispute stood at just over £2,000 in the
first quarter, up around £450 from the figure seen during
the opening months of 2020.
Bill Fennell, Chief Ombudsman and Managing Director of
the Motor Ombudsman, said: “Identifying the key trends of
what is causing disputes across our Codes of Practice, and
sharing what we are seeing across the automotive sector,
is one of our main roles as an Ombudsman. This ultimately
allows us to feed back this data to the industry and help
our accredited businesses to make further improvements
with their products, services and processes for the benefit
of consumers.”
www.TheMotorOmbudsman.org/consumers/ourcodes-of-practice/service-repair-code

BEN ANNOUNCES INDUSTRY LEADER
CHALLENGE
Automotive industry charity, Ben, announces that its biggest ever
Industry Leader Challenge fundraiser, The Climb, is now set to
take place from 30th October to 8th November 2021. A group of
leaders from automotive companies, including LKQ Euro Car Parts
and the Marshall Motor Group, will climb one of the world’s most
iconic peaks, Mount Kilimanjaro, to raise £300,000 for Ben.

INDUSTRY

Ben is inviting more automotive leaders and aspiring leaders
to come forward and take part in this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. Those who are interested in taking part in The Climb
can get in touch with Ben’s Matt Wigginton – matt.wigginton@
ben.org.uk.
Fundraising is running throughout 2021 up until March 2022 and
will help ensure Ben’s services continue to meet the changing
demands of the industry and its people.
In six days, from 1st to 6th November, the challengers will climb Kili, the highest free-standing mountain on earth, which is 5,895m
tall. Tackling Kili will be physically demanding, mentally challenging, but will fundraise to help ensure no-one in automotive has to
face life’s toughest challenges alone.
To show support and donate, click here.
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SUPPLY PROBLEMS OF THE
FIAT500 CLUSTER?

REMANUFACTURING IS THE SOLUTION!
REMANUFACTURING OF
ELECTRONIC CAR COMPONENTS
Cost effective & Reliable
WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
01206 849920

ABS units • ACC • Body Control Units • ECUs • Info displays •
Instrument Clusters • LED headlights • TCU’s • Throttle Bodies • Turbo actuators • Other parts

Tickets now on sale
for Autotechnician’s
Big Weekend

FRIDAY 26th November
• Andy Crook, GotBoost Training

Autotechnician will host its next Big Weekend
event at Delphi Technologies’ training workshop
in Warwick on Friday 26th and Saturday 27th
November
Unique content will be delivered each day by workshop owners, independent
trainers and sponsors, providing insights into the latest technologies to enter
the independent workshop – including Hybrid & EV and ADAS – as well as
practical tips on diagnosing and repairing systems seen in the workshop every
day. Speakers confirmed include Andy Crook, Matt Cleevely, Dave Massey and
Peter Melville.
One and two-day tickets are available now at https://autotechnician.
co.uk/training at a reduced rate thanks to sponsor subsidies – £79 for a
one-day ticket and two-day tickets are priced £129. Numbers are strictly
limited, so early booking is advised.
Social distancing measures will be in place and tickets will be fully refunded if
the event is unable to run due to COVID-19 restrictions.

AUTOTECH 2021

Each day will begin at 9am and close at 4.30pm – one and two-day passes are
available, with unique content being delivered by trainers each day.
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• Delphi Technologies
• Pete Melville, HEVRA
• ACtronics
• febi
• Matt Cleevely, Cleevely Motors
• Dave Massey

Saturday 27th November
• Andy Crook, GotBoost Training
• JLM Lubricants, Darren Darling
• Varta
• Pete Melville, HEVRA
• Matt Cleevely, Cleevely Motors
• ZF

Media Partner:
AUTOTECH 2021 is sponsored by:

• Dave Massey

Summary of topics covered:
Electric vehicle overview, typical faults & fixes
Peter Melville, founder of HEVRA (Hybrid and Electric Vehicle
Repair Alliance)
How-to guide: Taking on Electric Vehicle repair &
maintenance
Matt Cleevely, owner of Cleevely Motors and Cleevely Electric
Vehicles
Scoping techniques and best practice
Andy Crook, GotBoost Training
Dealing with disgruntled customers and bad reviews
David Massey, ADS Automotive
Introduction to component remanufacturing
ACtronics
ADAS In Action: Understanding the technology and
educating the customer
Phil Mitchell, Delphi Technologies
A look at real-life videos of ADAS on the road and the
importance of correct calibration. How to explain ADAS to
customers so that they understand and accept costs associated
with calibration.
Diesel Emissions - Understand the problem - Know the
solution
JLM Lubricants
Identifying the root cause of a problem is key to clearing the
obvious symptoms. Modern diesel emissions controls are

A new online assessment covering the
SCR system and AdBlue issues will be
available when the July/August printed
magazine is published on July 16.
Head to https://autotechnician.co.uk/
registration/ to register or take an
existing assessment.

Battery Technology: What technicians need to know
today and in the future
Varta
• How modern vehicles are becoming increasingly electrified/
packed full of comfort and safety features and rely on support
from the battery.
• There are multiple battery technologies available, batteries
can be fitted in various locations on board, and it can take well
over an hour to change the battery.
• Plus, if a vehicle has a BMS (Battery Management System) it
will need a diagnostic tool to programme the battery to the
ECU.
• This makes battery replacements on cars of today challenging
and it is a far more complex job than ever before.
• We can provide tools and insight into how technicians can
overcome these challenges.
• Including information on EVs and Hybrid
ZF 8HP Transmission Technology
ZF’s session will cover transmission servicing and Hybrid/EV
topics.

AUTOTECH 2021

New online assessment goes
live next month

resulting in increasingly complex problems that demand
expert knowledge to pinpoint the cause and then implement
the correct solution. Including a professional additive regime
can support the specialist technician in helping to keep their
customers on the road and happy. Learn more from Darren
Darling, The DPF Doctor and JLM Global Brand Ambassador.
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The DPF Doctor
is back!
Barry Lawson, of Ewan Lawson
Motors, reports on two vehicles with
DPF problems for this month’s issue
CASE ONE: 2013 Mercedes-Benz CLS250,102k miles
The customer reported that the engine management light was
on and that the car had no power. The vehicle had previously
been to another workshop, who had performed a carbon
clean. Despite this, the problem remained.
As always, we talk to our customer to understand how they use
and maintain their car, find out when these faults occurred and
how long the light had been on.
The importance of this ‘getting to know you’ process cannot
be underestimated. It is something Darren (Darren Darling,
founder of the DPF Doctor Network) instilled in us during
the initial training. He also stresses the importance of this
process at every training event. You never know what gems of
information the customer will yield, so I let them talk and listen
intently.
The customer was curious as to why I was taking them through
this initial assessment when the technician performing the
carbon clean had said the DPF was blocked. I explained that
we always work to our own findings, as we cannot vouch
for the technician’s experience at another workshop when
diagnosing faults in the DPF system. There’s little point cleaning
the DPF without knowing if the system components are
operating correctly.

“There’s little point cleaning
the DPF without knowing if
the system components are
operating correctly.”

CASE STUDY

We moved onto the vehicle assessment, to confirm the fault.
We started up the engine and the Engine Management light
remained on. We took it on a short road test and confirmed the
car was flat – there was no power or boost.
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Scanning the car, we could see various fault codes – most
relating to low voltage or power supply. It was not a concern
at this point, although always worth logging and informing
the customer. The two fault codes that were flagged up to
concentrate on were: P2463 – the Diesel Particulate Filter soot
content was not right and P2279 – a leakage was identified in
the inlet air system. The signal comparison was faulty.
We then looked at the live data and logged it while driving
the car – we could see that the commanded boost was much
higher than the actual boost. This was a big red flag. During the
assessment we were gathering the data from the ECU but also
undertaking manual checks, including the engine, looking for
obvious faults.

previous workshop – perhaps the technician hadn’t checked
it and simply proceeded with cleaning the inlet system. Even
though the fault description mentioned an air leak, it’s just not
acceptable to limit the diagnostic process. It builds mistrust
with customers, which is the last thing we want.

CASE TWO: 2014 Jeep Grand Cherokee, 12k miles
The customer was concerned as the DPF warning message
was on. The car was rarely used and had been idling on the
drive for some time.
Barry carried out the DPF Doctor three-stage clean – the DPF does
not have to be removed from the vehicle, which saves a lot of time
on modern vehicles, and money

We found the fault causing the low boost and contributing
to poor combustion, resulting in too much soot, was a split
intercooler hose. This had been checked prior to coming to
us. This demonstrates the importance of carrying out a preclean assessment because this would have caused the DPF to
block again within a few hundred miles. We also found a faulty
pressure sensor on the assessment. So, two faults that had
gone undiagnosed.
We were now in a position to send the report and repair costs
to the customer and follow up with a phone call to explain
the next steps. The repairs were authorised, and the work was
completed. We carry out the DPF Doctor three-stage clean –
the DPF does not have to be removed from the vehicle, which
saves a lot of time on modern vehicles, and money.
The results were perfect – the car now had a DPF within
specification.
It is crucial as professionals that we keep up with
developments within our industry and that we continue to
learn. This fault was simple, but it had been missed at the

During the initial assessment, we carried out a safety check and
this revealed that the tyres had been run flat at one point and
were split down to the cords. We were told that the vehicle
had not been serviced for a couple of years so advised the
customer this should be done to ensure it was safe to drive
before going any further. They were happy to proceed.

“Looking through
the live data we
could see the exhaust
temperature sensor
reading was 999ºC!”
Once the service was completed, we moved onto the DPF
assessment. We were presented with the fault codes P2463
– DPF soot accumulation too high, P0428 – Cat temperature
sensor circuit too high, and P0546 – Exhaust temperature
sensor circuit too high.
Looking through the live data we could see the exhaust
temperature sensor reading was 999ºC! It was time to check
out the sensor and wiring.

CASE STUDY

At this point, we were not looking up diagrams or checking
wiring back to ECUs, we were keeping it simple. With
the engine cooled down and the temperature sensor
disconnected we could see a change in the live data. The data
changed from 999ºC to 100ºC, indicating the wiring from the
ECU to the sensor was good. We then checked the resistance
in the sensor, which was 200 Ohms, and upon plugging it back
in, the temperature returned to 999ºC.
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We also confirmed this faulty sensor by manipulating the
resistance to the ECU whilst watching the data change. The
higher the resistance, the higher the temperature.
With the new sensor fitted, we carried out an extended road
test so we could watch regeneration take place within the
DPF. Along with the JLM Lubricants Engine flush that we used
during the service we now added a can of the JLM DPF Cleaner
to the fuel tank to help keep the DPF in a healthy state.
The fault causing the low boost and contributing to poor
combustion, resulting in too much soot, was a split intercooler
hose

We confirmed the faulty sensor by manipulating the resistance
to the ECU whilst watching the data change. The higher the
resistance, the higher the temperature. The faulty sensor’s
resistance was 200 Ohms, the new sensor’s reading was 0.2
Ohms.

Although a faulty sensor caused the DPF fault in this
vehicle, we do see many vehicles where the blocked
DPF is attributable to a lack of servicing. It’s our job
as professionals and as DPF specialists to explain the
reasons for any DPF blockage to our customer. This
instills confidence that the proposed course of action
will get their car back on the road – with a first-time fix.
To find out more about JLM Lubricants, visit
www.jlmlubricants.co.uk or call UK Distributor Kalimex
on 01273 891 162.

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!
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4Focus

ROB MARSHALL TAKES A LOOK AT NEW CAR
TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS

HYUNDAI KONA N – N DCT
Clearly, the mighty Hyundai Motor Corporation has taken a hint
from European manufacturers, when selecting the transmission
options for its first sporty SUV – the Kona N. Based internally on
the manual gearbox, the Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT) gives
the convenience of a traditional ‘automatic’ but with lower cost,
fewer complications, and faster ratio changes.
While aftermarket technicians are more familiar with the
Volkswagen Group’s DSG, Hyundai has developed its own
DCT. The original Hyundai Transys 7-speed DCT possessed dry
clutches but a wet clutch eight-speed version featured in hightorque models, such as the Santa-Fe 2.2-litre diesel. This latter
unit has been refined further for the 280PS 2.0-litre GDI turbo
petrol engine that powers the forthcoming Kona N.
The main differences involve revised gearing and differential
ratios, plus a different ECU that promotes even faster changes
between ratios. Electronic management also provides extra
features for the driver, possibly one who would like to imagine
that he/she is driving a racing thoroughbred and not an
SUV. The resultant ‘N Power Shift’, ‘N Grin Shift’ and ‘N Track
Sense Shift’ modes manage both shifting and engine output
algorithms, according to driver mood. Perhaps more interesting
is the ability to disable the ‘creep’ function, a hangover from
traditional epicyclical-geared automatics.
Hyundai emphasises the extensive durability trials, held at
its dedicated testing centre at the Nürburgring-Nordschleife,
where the N DCT was subjected to 1,350 endurance laps
during the development phase. Crucial to mechanical

longevity is effective clutch cooling and the N DCT boasts
a dedicated high-flow, electrically-powered oil pump that
lubricates the gears and transfers heat from the clutch packs.
The second pump provides the low-flow but high-pressure
facility to an internal accumulator that activates the gear shifts.
Hyundai emphasises that this twin oil pump layout increases
the DCT’s maximum torque limits and prevents clutch pack
overheating during hard driving.

FORD TRANSIT/TRANSIT CUSTOM- FULL DISPLAY
INTERIOR MIRROR

NEW CAR TECH

We thought it an April Fool when Ford announced a 'smart mirror' on
the 1st April that allows a commercial vehicle driver to see through
metal. Far from being a joke, the system is a valuable safety aid, when
a vehicle possesses either windowless rear doors, or a solid bulkhead
behind the seats. Yet, passenger cars have featured high-definition
screen rearview mirrors before, including the Cadillac CT6 and various
Range Rovers.
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The Full Display Interior Mirror works by displaying a live feed from a
camera that is mounted to the cab’s rear. It features automatic brightness control (i.e. self-dipping) for optimum visibility
in day and nighttime conditions. The mirror unit itself is located in the centre of the windscreen and Ford claims that it
offers a field of view that is twice the width of a conventional reflective rearview mirror.
While Ford highlights that the system helps drivers to spot cyclists, pedestrians and other vehicles that may be behind
them, it thinks the system will be especially beneficial for delivery drivers that make frequent drop-offs in cities, where
they are more likely to encounter these more exposed road users.
Ford is not the only company offering such a feature on new vans: it has been available on certain Mercedes LCVs
since October 2020. Yet, Ford says that any of its franchised dealerships can supply and retrofit a Full Display Interior
Mirror to a post-2013 Transit and any Transit Custom, built from 2012. Yet, we hope that the price is not an April Fool.
Retailing close to £645, which Ford could not confirm includes fitting at the time of writing, it has to be considered that
aftermarket alternatives are on the market for considerably less money.

AUDI E-TRON GT – CO2 REDUCED
ALUMINIUM
Realising that it takes considerable mileages to
offset the high carbon dioxide levels that EVs
produce at their manufacturing stages, vehicle
manufacturers seek to reduce CO2 at assembly
and from their suppliers, wherever possible.
The optional-fit 20-inch wheels of the e-tron
GT might not look very special but they are the
fruit of Audi's 2018 initiative to decarbonise its
supply chain.
Aluminium production is a headache for
carmakers because its production is immensely
energy and CO2 intensive. Yet, the Canadian
company, ELYSIS, produces aluminium by
a unique process that it claims is disrupting the industry. As the
smelting process releases oxygen instead of carbon dioxide, it
causes no direct CO2 emissions, when compared to traditional
aluminium production.
The 20-inch wheels use some of this aluminium, mixed with lowcarbon aluminium, produced by Alcoa, a company that claims to
have invented the aluminium industry in 1888. These raw materials are
supplied to RONAL of Germany, which manufacturers the wheel. The Ronal Group, incidentally, is pioneering lowCO2 alloy wheel production, having produced the first carbon dioxide neutral alloy wheel at the end of last year. Audi,
Alcoa and the Ronal Group are members of the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative (ASI). At the beginning of 2021, Audi
was the first car manufacturer to receive the 'Chain of Custody' certificate from the ASI, which certifies that the company
works with aluminium that is produced in a sustainable way, taking not only ecological but also business ethics and
social aspects into account.

HONDA E – SIDE CAMERA MIRROR SYSTEM
Honda’s virtual mirror is similar to Ford’s Full Display Interior
Mirror, except a camera is mounted to each front door, which
feeds live footage to six-inch screens that are positioned either
end of the fascia. It seems to be a completely illogical exercise
to do this, but it makes more sense for an Electric Vehicle (EV)
application. The diminutive camera unit is protected by a
compact housing (which also incorporates the side repeater
lamp), mounted to each front door skin, meaning that it is less
likely to get smashed in a careless car park knock, compared to
a reflective glass pane. It also negates the expense and weight
of folding mirrors.

As the driver can select between standard and wider angle
views, Honda claims that the Side Camera Mirror System cuts
blind spots by half. As the tiny camera lens features a water
repellent coating, reflection from droplets is less likely to cause
dazzle as it would do on conventional glass mirrors. In lowlight conditions, the screen can auto-dip part of the image,
instead of the whole thing, by adapting its contrast settings.
While conventional electric-adjusting mirrors can index
themselves towards the floor, the Side Camera Mirror System

combines the reversing camera function, by selecting the
image area closest to the ground and adding guidelines, when
the driver engages reverse gear.

NEW CAR TECH

The smaller housings are also more aerodynamic, reducing
drag for the whole car by almost 4%, which drains the allimportant range. Of more relevance is that EV drivers are more
sensitive to wind noise because no combustion engine-related
waves help to disguise the din.
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Rob Marshall takes a look at fundamental, analogue hand tools
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P50 Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and
installation

Analogue
importance
It is easy to overlook hand-held tools,
favouring the latest digital diagnostics
instead, but Rob Marshall examines why
they remain not just relevant but essential
It is a little unfair, let alone inaccurate, to refer to analogue
tools as 'basic'. 'Fundamental' is a better term. After all, many
technicians up and down the country are expected to supply
a decent toolset by their employers and, understandably, they
can be very protective of them. At Autotechnician, we get it.
We understand totally why many technicians welcome mobile
tool sales van arrivals with open arms, eager to jump on board
and sample the latest products that can make tricky tasks that
little bit easier and more comfortable. We also respect the pride
on display, when technicians show-off the contents of wellstocked boxes to us, revealing collections that they have grown
throughout their careers, almost as a rite of passage.
Alistair Mason from Schaeffler reports that both garages and
technicians continue to invest in tools, with better than ever
availability being thanks, largely, to the Internet. In addition,
tool prices are becoming more reasonable for quality items.
However, he says:
"The two problems I see is that you do not know you need a
tool until you need it (this is where job preparation is crucial)
and the amount of investment required to have every tool
required to work on a modern-day car is significant. This is
where we see brand specialists, or system specialists."

EOBD diagnostics cannot identify all faults alone. A correctly setup DTI gauge will allow you to check run-out on a clutch friction
disc, which can be distorted by supporting the gearbox's weight via
the input shaft.

Getting handy
Any technician buying tools must juggle cost against quality
and preferences. Even so, most purchasers look for optimum
value. While the cheapest spanners and sockets, as examples,
are bound to possess compromises in their materials to
meet the required price-points, they also may not fit the nut/
bolt head accurately. This situation could increase the risk of
slippage, causing not only the fixings' heads to round, thus
complicating/lengthening the repair, but it also increases the
risk of injury, skinned knuckles included. Many technicians
agree that costlier tools tend to be more pleasant to handle,
although this is not a universal rule. Yet, consider that the
slightly dearer ratchet with more teeth in its mechanism, for
example, makes a task considerably easier, when conducted
within the typical cramped confines of a modern engine bay.

TOOLING

Do not ignore special tools offered by parts suppliers, many of
which are useful and inexpensive. This magnetic detector card
(available from Schaeffler) verifies on which side the speed
encounter resides, which must be installed facing the speed sensor.
It can also diagnose a bearing encoder fault.

Do not forget to have a decent range of tools, either. While
Dayco makes timing belt kits, among other OE quality
components, it neither manufactures nor sells fitting/
tensioning equipment, currently. Yet, it agrees that every
technician should use a good selection of decent quality and
well-maintained tools. Of particular relevance is a calibrated
torque wrench that works accurately to as low as 4Nm,
because certain water pump fixings need to be torqued
initially to such lowly settings.
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has settled on a 500 lumens output. Yet, good quality handheld lights will possess well-thought-out optics internally, so
the LED source is diverted to specific focal points, instead of
causing dazzle from light scatter. To assist with getting the light
to where the technician needs it, the compact dimensions
of LEDs offer manufacturers greater design freedom. Ring
highlights its new generation of slimmer inspection lamps that
facilitate access to previously hard-to-reach places within an
engine bay, including its RIL3900HP, RIL86 and RIL4300.

While Generation 2 wheel bearings require conventional pullers
to remove them from their tapered stub axles, special installation
tools are necessary (as pictured) to fit them. Using a hammer to
press the bearing home damages the bearing structure.

While some tool brands are geared more towards workshops,
do not dismiss companies that offer tools for both the
occasional DIY user and a separate range for the professional
technician. Sealey, as an example, highlights its Premier
range as manufactured from the highest quality materials to
exacting standards that offers exceptional performance for
daily professional use. Yet, Sealey also offers the Siegen brand
for lighter use, the hand tools from which also comes with a
lifetime, no quibble guarantee.

Battery and charging technology advances have also
benefitted supplementary workshop lighting. In its experience,
Ring reports that most technicians work with two inspection
lamps; one of which is in use, while the other one is recharged.
It reports that its latest Fast Charge inspection lamps mean
that this situation is not necessary any more. While the newgeneration lamps are designed to be recharged fully from flat
within an hour, the battery can also be topped-up, should the
technician take a brief break - such as while clambering aboard
a mobile tool van...

Let there be light
A repair can be made so much easier, if you can see what
you are doing. Thankfully, more recent advantages in LED
and battery technology means that you do not necessarily
have to resort to work by touch alone. So, updating your
range of hand-held lamps is worthwhile, whether financed by
technicians, or supplied to staff by the garage.
The Leeds-based lighting specialist, RING Automotive advises
that LEDs offer superior light production than filament bulbs
but it has found that some technicians have found them to
be too bright. For hand-held lamps, it reports that the market

Become familiar with how technology progresses and why special
hand tools are introduced - training helps greatly. For example,
self-adjusting clutch pressure plates can distort, if the traditional
fitting method is employed. For this reason, the diaphragm fingers
should be compressed evenly before the assembly is bolted down.
Pictured is an LuK fitting tool performing the necessary task.

TOOLING

Tool maintenance
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While obvious inappropriate use of hand tools is not conducive to a long life, tool maintenance requirements is
not always that obvious. While cleaning oil, chemicals, or moisture, from spanners, ratchets and sockets before
storing them away is fairly obvious, it is worth consulting the instructions for advice that accompany more
complicated tools. Sealey highlights not leaving a torque wrench 'loaded', will help to prevent it from going
out of calibration prematurely. Consider also that torque wrenches require calibration checks after a certain
timeframe. Interestingly, Sealey reports that the main reason for warranty returns tend to be caused by users
not adhering to the instructions provided with the tools, or equipment.
Ring acknowledges that the workshop environment tends to be hard on tools and reports that, no matter how
robust they are, they will take a metaphorical beating. It recommends that technicians avoid placing hand-held
lamps face down, because the resultant scratching will affect the light output. Ring also reports that, because
continuous oil exposure makes certain plastics brittle, technicians should wipe them down before placing them
on charge.
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Schaeffler recommends that technicians use its LuK Self
Adjusting Clutch tool, because it removes any risk of installation
error. The implications of wasted labour time, let alone the
inconvenience of an occupied ramp, are considerable after you
discover that a new clutch is not releasing properly and the
only cure is to strip the car down again. Schaeffler advises that
the LuK Self Adjusting Clutch tool's cost is recouped in the first
clutch change that it prevents from going wrong.

In many cases, timing belt installation is almost impossible without
the appropriate locking tools, many of which are engine specific.
Pictured off an engine is a spring-loaded tensioner, being pre-set
by a dedicated tool.

Keeping up-to-date
While many column inches emphasise that digital diagnostics
is evolving and developing continually, we should not forget
advances in hand tools. Regardless of whether funded by the
garage, or the technicians, it is worth keeping up-to-date with
what is on offer and why certain tools have become intrinsic to
certain repairs on modern cars.
While Dayco's online timing belt resource is a prime example
of a parts manufacturer assisting aftermarket technicians, by
detailing which special tools are needed for each application,
decent tools still cannot take the place of good working
practices. For instance, not cleaning mating surfaces, or
overlooking important fitting instructions, can cause problems
that are the fault of the installer, not the tools. This is why many
aftermarket parts suppliers, including Dayco, recommend that
technicians take advantage of training opportunities, which
detail why new installation procedures are needed for the
latest vehicles, even if they were not required before.

TOOLING

Keep informed about how tool companies are developing new
products that allow you to tackle specific tasks but on a wide
range of vehicles. Pictured is a tool for removing alternator clutch
pulleys, which should be replaced at every FEAD belt change.
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Understandably, it is impossible to perform some tasks without
vehicle-specific tools. Timing belt setting equipment is an
obvious example. Yet, as vehicle component technology has
developed, other tools have been introduced that are worth
the investment because, while they are specific to a certain
operation, they can be used across a broader range of makes
and models.

Clearly, certain tools are not only imperative for doing the job but
also correct use is vital for safety. Pictured is Sealey's RE229.

Sach's XTend is ZF's version of the self-adjusting clutch. It
told AT that many of its clutch warranty returns result from
disengaging complaints, caused by distorted pressure plates.
This can be caused by pulling the pressure plate in contact
with the flywheel, using the bolts, rather than using the
installation tool. Sachs highlights that its XTend self-adjusting
clutches seem to be particularly vulnerable to poor fitting
techniques, demonstrated by the automatic adjuster on
returned clutches being extended fully. As the adjuster cannot
be reset, it proves that the installer did not use the correct tool.

Compressor and hand pump brake bleeding pressure kits are
relatively inexpensive and allow you to carry out this safety-critical
operation swiftly, without risking damage to the master cylinder
seals.

Schaeffler adds that, with its FAG brand, most general tools
and a workshop press will be adequate for most wheel bearing
replacements but the popular Generation 2.1 types require
a dedicated tool. AT plans to detail this procedure in more
detail, shortly. To assist technicians, Schaeffler highlights that

Advances in optics, light sources and battery/charging
technology is helping to make technicians' lives easier.

it promotes best practice through training events, technical
evenings, procedural articles and even social media posts.
The company also details the tools needed in the literature,
provided with its parts, as well on the REPXPERT workshop
information portal.

Sealey reports high demand for its VDE certified insulated kits,
including this AK7938, 50-piece 3/8" drive, which protects you to
1,500 volts DC.

Future proofing
Most technicians look upon tool purchases as an investment
but it is not a bad idea to keen an eye on future technology
and keep your tool kit up to date. While Sealey reports that,
aside from spanners, sockets and Allen keys; breaker bars,
torque wrenches and hammers, pliers and chisels remain

strong sellers. However, the company sees a "significant
increase" in sales of its VDE insulated tool kits, fuelled by
technicians working on more high voltage hybrid and electric
vehicles. This is a trend that is worth noting.
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All workshops require a variety of diagnostic solutions. The indication that you have made the right choice is when you repair a vehicle
that has foxed your competitors.

The Digital Deep End
DIAGNOSTICS EQUIPMENT

With modern car electronics evolving so
rapidly, Rob Marshall queries three leading
plug-in diagnostic suppliers about how
they help the Aftermarket to keep up
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As reported in AT's regular 4Focus and New Car features, the
rate of technological advances in current models is not only
advancing but also accelerating. Clearly, keeping an eye on
such developments is relevant for all of us. While respected
bodies representing the Aftermarket, such as the IAAF, are
examining the repercussions of the connected vehicle (and
more), it is clear that OEMs view both security gateways and
over-the-air updates as the future 'norm'.
While it is useful for the independent sector to keep abreast
of the technology featuring in current showroom vehicles,
the Aftermarket has the luxury of time to ponder how to
respond. The Opus Group told us that it is too early to tell how
wireless updates will affect the traditional plug-in methods.
Yet, the company reports that it has provided programming

solutions since its 1999 inception and adapts its approach to
meet vehicle manufacturers' requirements. It, therefore, has
positioned its technology to adapt to wireless technology, as it
becomes a requirement for the Aftermarket.
Delphi also recognises such changes are afoot but reports that
wireless updates tend to be used for software updates and
not necessarily for repair operations, such as resetting service
lights. Delphi also reminds technicians that EOBD interaction
will continue to be a separate part of vehicle repairs and
maintenance for the time being and Over The Air upgrades
should not be confused with 'Pass Thru' diagnostics.
As Delphi hints, of more pressing relevance is the increasing
issue of car manufactures implementing security measures to
'protect' their vehicles' communication networks. While it is
not the aim of this article to debate whether OEMs are acting
disproportionality to obtain a competitive advantage, or for
genuine safety and anti-cyber attack reasons, the result is that
aftermarket repairers are required to use certified diagnostic
tools more often. These require Wi-Fi capability to access
manufacturer platforms to perform certain common repair
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guidance support from OEM-trained Master Technicians. Opus
reports that customer feedback has revealed that technicians
appreciate not only the option to consult with a brand-specific
expert but also the ability to configure, code or program a
component via its remote services. The company reports
that future development is focussed towards expanding the
number of OE services that it provides through the Remote
Assisted Programming and Remote Services functions.

During live data sessions, diagnostic equipment provides displays
information based on signals from vehicle sensors. Do not be
fooled by mistaking a faulty sensor for an abnormal measurement

functions, including clearing fault codes and performing
calibrations. The first well-reported example of this was Fiat
Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) introducing a Secure Gateway
Module, on the majority of its models from the 2018 model
year.

Delphi highlights its systems' ease of use, alongside in-depth
coverages of European and Asian models, including EV and
hybrids. An especially useful feature is a direct link from the
diagnostic fault code to a test plan. Additionally, technicians are
not placed under extra time pressure, because neither is there
a software time-out, nor additional catch-up fees. Highlighting
its position as an OEM supplier, Delphi's diagnostics include
OEM data and technical support. Its customers testify an
appreciation for the vehicle registration look-up function,
which saves the technician a considerable amount of time,
because the facility can identify the vehicle immediately, right
down to its engine code. The company also comments that it
sees its Flight Recorder utility as a key quality, because it allows
technicians to monitor live data, while conducting a road test,
without being potentially distracted (or breaking the law) by
the presence of a PC within the cabin.

Making the investment
Unlike many conventional hand tools, investing in onboard
diagnostic equipment tends to be a cost borne by the garage
business and not technician employees. Regardless of whether
you own the business, or are employed by it, everyone has a
vested interest to ensure that the workshop is equipped with
the most appropriate diagnostics for its needs. Open dialogue
about such an important investment is, therefore, in everyone's
interests.

DIAGNOSTICS EQUIPMENT

While Opus is proud of its licensed OEM diagnostic capability
and a trio of diagnostic modules covering over sixty vehicle
brands, it highlights its Remote Assisted Programming and
Remote Services as especially valuable. These features are
provided as a pay-per-use service and provide complete
coding/programming functionality. Furthermore, the IVS
(Intelligent Vehicle Support) 360 gives technicians full repair
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Consider other specialist tools, such as manometers (pictured
here measuring DPF pressures) as useful to verify the information
displayed on your EOBD diagnostic equipment

"Regardless of whether
you own the business,
or are employed by it,
everyone has a vested
interest to ensure that
the workshop is equipped
with the most appropriate
diagnostics for its needs"

Launch Tech UK, meanwhile, emphasises the value for money
benefits that Launch Tech products offer, which provide
wide vehicle coverages, coupled with interfaces that have
been designed especially for user-friendliness. Even for a
single-marque specialist garage that uses the OEM diagnostic
interface, the latter advantage saves diagnostic time, especially
as some manufacturer portals are hardly the most intuitive.
Delphi declares that garages using its DS tool instead do not
have to pay the hourly costs for OEM equipment. Furthermore,
certain carmakers change their software overnight without
notice, meaning that the official tool will need to be updated
before it is useable. Launch comments that its entry-level X431
would be an ideal second device that specialist technicians can
employ alongside the OE system. Aside from value for money,
Launch reports that X431 also has no lock-out, or catch-up fee
policy with its software. Yet, this does not mean that the system
is never updated; Launch reports that it evolves its systems
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Opus has found its remote services particularly popular. It handles, approximately, 12,000 IVS 360 vehicle cases per month, meaning
that it sees a growing need for bespoke assistance beyond the capabilities of a typical hand-held diagnostic tool.

continually for newer vehicle compatibility. It also provides UKbased landline technical support for any user-related enquiries,
including password resets, software renewals, and vehiclespecific help. Opus adds that its products are regarded as
respected alternatives to OEM diagnostic tools and, while it has
expanded its multi-brand offerings, the company continues to
attract new customers that require a single brand focus, while
benefitting from access to Opus's Remote Services team.

Investing in you

Delphi emphasises the quality aspect. It elaborates that
technicians must be confident that the data provided by the
equipment is correct. For example, an incorrect fault code
description could waste workshop time and money, which
explains why all of Delphi's software is validated before release.
In addition, quality suppliers should not end their relationship
with customers, as soon as payment has cleared. Training is
an important part of the process and technicians should not
waste any opportunity to further their knowledge. Customers
that purchase a DS tool can attend a free training course at
Delphi's training centre in Warwick (although T&Cs apply).
Online sessions are also being planned. In addition, Delphi

customers benefit from a free technical help hotline. Opus
also provides individual technician training that details how to
use each area of the software, so that the equipment can be
used to its maximum potential. This includes ongoing training,
webinars about requesting the IVS 360 support and how to
book Remote Assisted Programming and Remote Services.
Delphi also reasons that diagnostic equipment and software
must be easy and logical to use; making the software too
complex to follow is counterproductive. Launch UK agrees
with this stance and, while it agrees that anything is achievable
with the correct training, it highlights one of the positives of
its Android operating system is that it is ubiquitous. Therefore,
most technicians find the Launch X431 tools easy to use,
because many of them are accustomed to the interface
already.

DIAGNOSTICS EQUIPMENT

All companies with whom we spoke agreed that any
diagnostic equipment is only as good as the technician
operating it. This can be a difficult message to get through to
the public, many of whom believe mistakenly that the plug-in
'computer' is smarter than the garage staff. Opus reminds us
that a diagnostic solution is used to extract information and
data based on the symptoms provided by the customer but a
repair occurs, when this information is coupled with technician
knowledge, skills and expertise.

"All companies with whom
we spoke agreed that any
diagnostic equipment
is only as good as the
technician operating it"
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"While the long term
implications of OEM overthe-air updates for the
aftermarket remains
unclear, it is becoming
gradually trickier to access
manufacturer data"
The X431 is one of Launch Tech's diagnostic products approved
by Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) group for an official security
gateway (SGW) licence that covers post-2018 models. Users can
purchase the licence from Launch Tech UK, the official UK supplier
of Launch Tech products

If you can't beat 'em, join 'em...
While the long term implications of OEM over-the-air updates
for the aftermarket remains unclear, it is becoming gradually
trickier to access manufacturer data. An increasing number
of workshops are becoming aware of OEM security gateways
that include not only FCA but also Daimler (Mercedes), the
Volkswagen Group and the Hyundai Motor Group. Delphi
reports that technicians are realising that a scan tool will guide
them only part way through the diagnostic process, because
more is needed than simply reading fault codes and viewing
live data. For example, additional information is required to
provide context to the data generated by the vehicle. Delphi
explains that this is why it incorporates technical data into
the DS range of diagnostic tooling. Even after the fault is
pinpointed, the diagnostic session may still not be complete,
because parameter learning/resetting and/or programming
might be required, afterwards.

Delphi states that its OEM supplier status places it at an
advantage to meet such challenges for independent
repairers. Opus reports that, through its global R&D teams
and partner relationships, it is also well-positioned to support
its Aftermarket customers with access to Secure Gateway
Modules (SGM), as they become commonplace. It also advises
that technicians should remain close to the latest OEM
processes and functions through these uncertain times.
It seems, therefore, that navigating through OEM firewalls
is likely to become more common. Launch UK adds that its
diagnostic tools are recognised by carmakers. In certain cases,
FCA vehicles included, garages can purchase official licences
via Launch to enable a technician to access and perform
special functions that would otherwise be locked-out by the
vehicle manufacturer.
While OEMs continue to adopt technology and processes
that raise barriers to aftermarket repairers, there are
solutions. AT shall continue to keep abreast of the
situation and bring you the latest information as it
evolves.

DIAGNOSTICS EQUIPMENT

COMPACT DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
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Launch UK has introduced a new compact diagnostic
device, boasting full-systems diagnosis for more than
68 vehicle brands.
The X-431 Euro Mini enables technicians to carry out
actuation tests, coding, service resets and vehicle
coverage enquiries. The device also performs DTC
reading using Google search. It uses the Android 7.0
operating system, and can print diagnostic reports
using the Launch Mini printer. These show the DTC
status of each ECU and can be saved as a screenshot or
PDF file.
With a WiFi connection, the vehicle software can be
updated at the click of a button. Next-day delivery
is available, and the product comes with a two-year
warranty.

www.launchtech.co.uk/oem-level-vehicle-diagnostics/
x431-euro-mini
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Snap-on introduces APOLLO-D9
The new APOLLO-D9 diagnostic tool from Snap-on
gives technicians access to its Fast-Track Intelligent
Diagnostics for filtered codes and vehicle specific data,
and the SureTrack resource – giving verified parts
replacement records and real fixes that are harvested
from millions of successful repairs. Technicians also
have access to common procedures along with
patented Smart Data for relevant vehicle
and code-specific PIDs with known good
values.

to relevant vehicle- and code-specific technical service
bulletins (TSB), and detailed functional tests.
The tool features a four-way thumb pad for quick
navigation, a nine-inch colour touchscreen display
and 5 GHz wireless compatibility. https://Diagnostics.
snapon.co.uk

DIAGNOSTICS EQUIPMENT

The software enables advanced graphing
features and access to manufacturerspecific coverage for more than 100 vehicle
systems related to nearly 40 manufacturers,
and instant vehicle identification for most
2008 and newer vehicles. It also features
up to eight live data parameters on screen
at a time and records all data, all the time
for easy switching to view alternate PIDs.
The APOLLO-D9 includes one-click access
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The DrivePro™ Elite Diagnostic Kit brings you all the capabilities of
the DrivePro™, plus an additional second powerful Microsoft Surface
Go Tablet preinstalled with Autocom - A multi-brand solution that
ensures correct vehicle fault diagnosis the first time, every time!
IVS 360™ Expert Diagnostic Support
OE-Licensed Diagnostic Software
60+ Vehicle Brands With DrivePro/Autocom
Remote Services For Hassle Free
Programming & Coding Support
Pico 7 Software From PicoScope

A COMPLETE DIAGNOSTIC SOLUTION FOR
REPAIRING COMPLEX VEHICLE SYSTEMS

Offer Ends 30.6.21
T&Cs Apply

SCHEDULE A DEMO
sales-uk@opusivs.com
44 (0) 1865 870 060
opusivs-uk.com

The road to digital
Recent events have accelerated the
digitalisation of the way we purchase
and provide services – we look at how
workshops can use digital channels to
enhance their customers’ experience and
capitalise on revenue opportunities that
may have otherwise been missed

“There is a need to embrace
digitalisation now to
remain relevant in today’s
increasingly tech-savvy
consumer world”

Automotive shift to digital
The IAAF’s recent Industry Bitesize Briefing looked at how
digitalisation can bring the aftermarket supply chain,
workshops, service providers and the customer together in a
360-degree journey. Ben Smith, founder of PECUVi Automotive,
joined the briefing to discuss digital marketing changes over
the last year and introduced the Intelligent Motorist app – a
vehicle health check product for independent garages, service
providers and customers.

“Technology means businesses can continue the personalised
service and customer relationship-building that has served the
industry so well for so long.”

Its latest development ‘Intelligent Motorist’ is pitched to be
the future of vehicle maintenance, incorporating Intelligent
Customer, Technician and Workshop (Hub) Apps. In a nutshell,
the software provides real time, personalised vehicle health
check reports straight from the workshop to the customer,
to convert more work by building transparency and trust.

COVER STORY

Smith discussed the rise of video over the last year, as
consumers turned to the internet and technology more than
ever before. He highlighted that the need for businesses to
adopt a video marketing strategy is now. Smith explains:
“The pandemic has brought forward a shift in mindset and
process that was regarded by many as inevitable. This change
is being driven by the transformation in how customers
prefer to engage, due to the widespread adoption of digital
communications.

The pandemic acted as a catalyst for a dramatic surge in
demand for online services – people turned to digital channels
in droves to learn new skills, purchase groceries, take part in a
virtual events, and even buy new vehicles. The value of digitally
documenting faults and fixes within the workshop was the
driving force behind PECUVi Automotive’s video app launched
way back in 2015, My Service Trust enabled independent
workshops to document repair and maintenance work, engage
with customers and streamline work approval, to level the
playing field with franchise dealers. Independent workshops
still have some catching up to do according to figures released
by Frost & Sullivan/SMMT – with franchise dealers producing 1
million videos per month to the 1 million videos produced by
independents over the whole year. Service videos are used to
highlight urgent and advisory work and have been shown to
add revenue and reduce call backs for approval.
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Algorithms calculate the vehicle’s approximate mileage, the
remaining wear of serviceable parts and alerts the owner and
workshop when further ‘Advisory’ predicted, preventative
maintenance becomes due. Bookings can then be made direct
from the App to the Workshop.
The IM App provides the motorist with a detailed breakdown
of their car’s health, helping to educate vehicle owners on
safety standards, providing data and evidence in the form of
tagged photos and videos. Workshops can provide a selection
of branded replacement parts the customer can select via
their app and can directly schedule in repair work and ongoing
maintenance. This creates upsell opportunities that can be
missed or quickly overlooked when on the phone or in a busy
reception, and is said to convert on average 30% more work.

The IM App provides the
motorist with a detailed
breakdown of their car's
health, helping to educate
vehicle owners on safety
standards
Garages can also add discounts and special offers such as free
aircon checks into a digital wallet, to reward customer loyalty
and boost seasonal work.

Is this creating extra work for technicians?
The benefits of providing evidence to customers in a
convenient way are clear but does this create additional work
for technicians and does this remove the personal touch? Ben
Smith, Director of Intelligent Motorists, told Autotechnician
he believes it is actually a more efficient process and bolster

COVER STORY

The IM Technician App can be used by all technicians to
manage workflow, standardise procedures, and capture
evidence for work approval. To get started you can scan the
reg plate on your phone or tablet to check in the car and
pull in existing customer and vehicle details. You’re then
guided through a pre-service inspection process, adding data,
recommendations and any photos or videos. These reports are
uploaded to the secure cloud storage and presented in the
iHub. 3D interactive models are created to explain technical
detail to the customer and a QR code is generated to bind to
the customer report, that can be sent remotely to a mobile.
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Authorised Distributor of Castrol

STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD
JOIN OUR MOBILE NETWORK

Specialist in supporting
Independent Workshops
TEL: 0800 371910

OFFERING REAL BENEFITS TO
YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS
• Operate under Castrol’s trusted brand
to help your business stand out from
the competition.
• Enhance your business identity across
all consumer touch points with the
Castrol brand.
• Gain more knowledge about
lubricants from our team and through
online training solutions.
• Become part of our online network,
driving more customers to your
workshop through castrol.co.uk

BECOME A CASTROL MOBILE MECHANIC TODAY

castrol.co.uk/mobilemechanic

"Customers of any age
or technical competence
are able to clearly follow
and understand exactly
what needs doing on their
vehicle"

to capture additional digital data and images/videos for the
customer as you go - it is actually about creating efficiencies in
the workshop.
"The IM eVHCs follow standardised procedures, so no matter
which technician uses it, they will always check every item that
you want them to, making recommendations as they go. But
where the IM solution really makes a difference, is in how you
can present this information to your customer.

a personalised service. Ben explains: “The Intelligent Motorist
solution can be easily tailored to match your current vehicle
health checks – no new processes, other than enabling you

"The iHub is an Android App that runs on a tablet or
touchscreen TV (which we can provide). Customers of any
age or technical competence are able to clearly follow and
understand exactly what needs doing on their vehicle (both
now and in the future) as you present the information to them
in a visual way – you don’t lose the personal touch!

Digital platform provides transparency and drives additional revenue
Castrol has worked with Autino to develop a digital
customer engagement platform to help independent
workshops streamline customer communications
and drive potential new revenue by using the online
channel.
The CustomerLounge tool enables workshops to keep
customers updated before, during and after their
visit through online chat, email and video, enhancing
customer trust and loyalty by providing a breakdown of
faults and subsequent repairs. Files and links can also be
shared, to promote additional services and products.

COVER STORY

A recent survey conducted by Autino found that 72%
of car drivers want to communicate with the workshop
digitally while their car is in for a service. However,
the majority of garages (82%) still communicate with
their customers over the phone. As well as meeting
customers’ preferences for digital communication, those
that have been piloting CustomerLounge in 2020 have
achieved an average 50% reduction in inbound phone
call volumes, freeing up time for service reception staff
and technicians.

Mark Perkins, Sales Manager – Direct at Castrol UK,
comments: “By making communication more digital
we’re delivering what customers really want, and at
the same time helping to make that interaction more
productive for franchised and independent workshops.
CustomerLounge helps to build lasting and productive
relationships with customers, and increase the potential
to generate extra aftersales revenue by showcasing
products, services and offers in a pressure-free way.”
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It makes good business sense to offer a dealer-level
experience for customers wherever possible, educate
motorists on the efficiencies of ongoing maintenance and
continue to give the personalised, value for money service
independents are known for. Although many workshops
pride themselves on providing a traditional, face-to-face
service to their customers, by utilising some form of
digital reporting and communications, garages can ensure
they remain in the game with increasingly tech-savvy
customers.
www.intelligentmotorist.com
info@intelligentmotorist.com

Making an enquiry?
Please mention you saw it in
Autotechnician!

"The product recommendations that relate to the reports
include additional information such as features and benefits,
before and after images or supporting videos. Even if the
customer isn’t physically in your workshop, the report can be
sent directly to their mobile (with or without them having the
Intelligent Motorist App). Now you don’t need to ‘sell’ that item
to the customer, they are better informed and will want it - just
add it to their shopping cart!”

How are workshops finding the app?

COVER STORY

Mark Darvill of Hillclimb Garage in High Wycombe has seen
an increase in revenue since using the Intelligent Motorist
App. Mark explains: “I am a firm believer in utilising digital
technology in the workshop, but the IM solution is a platform
like nothing else I have ever seen! It uses app technology and
touchscreen devices to clearly present the data and evidence
in such a clever way to the customer. We find that any
recommendations for urgent and advisory work are roughly
twice as likely to be authorised simply because of the way it is
presented along with the additional product information we
can display.
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"It is absolutely fantastic, customers are amazed when they
see the reports and then when you tell them to just scan a QR
code (or I can send it via SMS) to get the report on their phone,
they are blown away. I can honestly say that this solution is a
game changer.”
With new cars sales down by 34%, dealers are keener
than ever to retain aftermarket servicing and repair work.

Survey shows three quarters of
prospective car buyers would
use their smartphone as a
digital keyAPOLLO-D9
Research conducted by global insurance group
Assurant, has revealed that 75% of those intending
to buy a car in the next three years are considering
using their smartphone as a digital key. While there
is a strong preference across all age groups of the
1,300 UK consumers questioned, it is especially of
interest among younger car buyers: 88% of those in
the 18-34 bracket would consider using a digital key
for their new car, with the same applying to 80% of
the 35-54 bracket and 61% for those over 55.
The top three concerns for people interested in
using their smartphone as a key are the mobile
phone being damaged, lost, or stolen, with around
40% of people feeling most concerned for one of
these reasons. Using smartphones as digital car
keys highlights the importance of mobile phone
insurance, which could herald interesting new
prospects for automotive dealers.

Latest Start-Stop
Technology
Premium with
Carbon Boost
Improved starting
power with Exide
Excell Range
Made in Europe by
Exide Technologies
Original Equipment
Manufacturer.

NOW AVAILABLE FROM 16 ECOBAT SITES
AROUND THE UK AND IRELAND.

BUILD YOUR BUSINESS ON THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP

WWW.UK.ECOBAT.TECH
+44 (0)1743 218 500

The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation represents the trade in Europe with the international aftermarket
association FIGIEFA on topics such as ‘The connected car’, telematics and ongoing access to technical information.

Data is King
BEING ABLE TO ACCESS DATA GENERATED BY THE
FAULTY VEHICLES PRESENTED TO US, AND GETTING
THE CORRECT DATA TO FIX THEM, IS KEY TO OUR
TRADE’S SUCCESS. WE PONDER THE BARRIERS AND
WORKAROUNDS…

TECHNICAL DATA

The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation, IAAF,
represents aftermarket parts distributors & suppliers at a UK
government level with the likes of the DVSA and DfT but
also represents the trade in Europe with the international
aftermarket association FIGIEFA on topics such as ‘The
connected car’, telematics and ongoing access to technical
information.
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FIGIEFA, together with other major associations representing
the motorist and automotive aftermarket, have been lobbying
for fair access to vehicle data over recent years as the use
of telematics, and the amount of data a vehicle generates,
increases. The purpose has also been to empower motorists
so they can choose providers to whom and for which purpose
they will give their data. The IAAF states: ‘This implies enabling
independent operators to offer competitive digital products
and services by protecting their right of direct access to invehicle, real-time data and of online communication through
standardised, interoperable and secure telematics interfaces.
‘Competition neutrality by technical design’ is required to
preserve entrepreneurial independence and maintain a level
playing field in the digital era.’

As cars become increasingly connected, the lobbying that
our industry’s trade associations undertake on behalf of the
aftermarket is crucial. The data cars now generate can be
used to alert drivers of potential problems and suggest local
workshops who can investigate and solve these issues – only
with a system in place that ensures fair access to this lucrative
data, will the driver benefit from a free choice of services,
and a level playing field be established between dealer and
independent workshops.

Are independents in the process of being locked
out?
OEMs are increasingly placing security restrictions on new
vehicle models to protect the vehicle’s communication
networks from potential cyber-attacks and hacking. The Fiat
Chrysler Group introduced a Secure Gateway Module, similar
to a firewall, within most of its 2018 models. Access to certain
diagnostic functions – including clearing DTCs, calibrations,
re-learns, actuations and adjustments – is only possible using a
certified diagnostic tool with WiFi access.
Aftermarket tool and data providers continue to work with
OEMs to provide direct access to secure OEM vehicle gateway
modules to their customers. Those who are OEM suppliers have
an advantage in this ongoing challenge and many aftermarket
suppliers are fostering partnerships to ensure they are wellpositioned to ensure independent workshops can continue
to navigate through increasingly used OEM firewalls, see Rob
Marshall’s diagnostic equipment feature from page 22.

Aftermarket tool and
data providers continue
to work with OEMs to
provide direct access
to secure OEM vehicle
gateway modules to their
customers

Software upgrade maximises
diagnostic investment
The latest Snap-on software release helps
technicians embrace the full potential of their
diagnostic platform, to increase productivity and
overcome obstacles more quickly. New coverage
includes: Model year updates; over 25 new
models with systems and special functions; ADAS
recalibrations for Audi, BMW, Hyundai, Kia, Mazda,
Mercedes-Benz, Mitsubishi, Seat, Škoda, Toyota
& Volkswagen; and over 88,000 new component
tests.
Users can also find common maintenance
resets, such as fluids and brakes, quicker with
the new Maintenance Category for ZEUS and
linked functional tests and reset procedures,
and exclusive Service Resets and Relearns, are
available for ZEUS.
Snap-on’s Secure Vehicle Gateway provides direct
access to vehicles from the scan tool for 2017
and newer Fiat Chrysler (FCA) models. Guided
Component Tests show how to test, where to
connect and what results to look for, SureTrack
provides the fix and verified parts replacement
records from millions of successful repair orders
and its Fast-Track Intelligent Diagnostics provides
step-by-step guides.
http://snapon.com/software
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Many technicians we have spoken to about this subject are
currently happy, much of the time, with the level of access and
data provided by aftermarket data and diagnostic equipment
suppliers, while the minority, specialist workshops, have felt
the need to invest in the dealer tools and OE data systems
available, to enjoy the access and depth of data this affords.

Need some diagnostic
assistance?

Access to data made easier through one-time
authentication
“Security Gateway, Certificate Based Automotive Security,
Protection of Vehicle Diagnostics, Central Gateway and CAN
Gateway, are systems designed to protect modern vehicles
against unauthorised access and manipulation of their data,”
says Neil Hilton, Head of Hella Gutmann Solutions (HGS).
“This may be beneficial to security, but it involves considerable
effort for independent workshops working across multiple
brands because only authentication in the respective vehicle
manufacturer’s (VM) portal and the installation of activation
software and the acquisition of digital authorisations in the
form of certificates, tokens or keys, can clear the way to the
vehicle’s electronic control units.”

TECHNICAL DATA

To counter this, HGS has created a universal key to legally
unlock secured vehicles in the software of its mega macs
diagnostic tools, with a new Cyber Security Management
(CSM) function.
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“This means that instead of having to register individually
with each VM portal to obtain diagnostic releases for their
customer’s vehicles, and subjecting themselves to extensive
checks and potentially significant extra costs, a one-time
authentication, activated by proof of identification by passport
or identity card, is all that’s needed for a mega macs user to
have a clear path to work on all vehicles with a security lock, at
the usual diagnostic depth.”
There is also no need to load and install manufacturer-specific
decryption software as all the necessary modules for the
exchange of vehicle-related security certificates with the VM’s
relevant servers and backends, are installed in the mega macs
software.
The Cyber Security function is available for mega macs devices
from the update to software version 60 and will grow its
coverage of the VM’s secured models automatically. The first
integrated brands are FCA and Mercedes-Benz, followed by VW

Technical Topics has released new Diagnostic
Assistance software, featuring some major
enhancements and developments. It is designed
to complement your technical data, scan tool,
multimeter, oscilloscope, and fundamentally, your
diagnostic processes.
Highlights of the updated software include:
Ten learning modules with 83 sections and
module end-tests; 117 component tests covering
all common diesel, petrol, chassis and body
components; 36 diagnostic walk through
procedures (including AdBlue systems, input too
high/low faults and bypass testing); a Diagnostic
Monitors section which details drive cycles and
comprehensive system diagnostic monitors;
Discovery mode enabling pre-diagnostic job
research and an invoice storyboard feature that
tracks your progress and posts your actions to the
customer invoice.
Find out more in this short video: https://vimeo.
com/538278980

HGS has created a
universal key to legally
unlock secured vehciles in
the software of its mega
macs diagnostic tools,
with a new Cyber Security
Management function
and Kia, with Hyundai, Nissan and Renault after that. Neil adds:
“However, some of the security requirements of other VMs are
still in the development phase, which is why resolution of the
CSM issue is an ongoing process.”
For more information, please call 01295 662 402 or visit
www.hella-gutmann.co.uk.

Training Focus
Events over the past year has changed the way we engage
with training. Live training restrictions instigated an abundance
of online courses and webinars to plug the gap and provided
technicians with a cost-effective, convenient way of updating
skills. Many will continue to take advantage of this flexible
route but there is nothing quite like attending a course in
person – it is easier to demonstrate practical skills and trainers
can more easily gauge how attendees are engaging with the
content. For delegates, it is also a chance to network, swap
contacts and meet others on a similar training journey.
The latest webinar by auto:resource from Automechanika
Birmingham explored the future of automotive training,
considering how the industry had adapted the delivery of
necessary training due to 2020 restrictions.
A panel of industry experts led the conversation, including
author, Tom Denton; Maria McCullough, AutoCare Garage
Network Manager; Phill Weller, Network Manager for United
Garage Services GroupAuto; Kevin Kelly, Bosch Sales Director
UK & Ireland; and James Dillon, Technical Topics.

James Dillon highlighted the growth of online training and
its advantages, while Kevin Kelly stressed the continued need
for practical options, particularly for apprentices who are
proven to benefit from a more hands-on approach. The panel
discussed future training priorities, looking at the importance
of providing an insight into ADAS technicalities, as well as new
legislation and hybrid and electric vehicles technology. The
need to adopt an ongoing training strategy was emphasised
by James Dillon, commenting: “No one is a fully trained
technician and therefore continual professional development
is essential.” Tom Denton agreed, saying: “Good quality training
should be considered as an investment rather than a cost.”
A poll asked attendees what the training priorities should be
for 2021, with 51 percent of respondents believing companies
should focus on electric and hybrid training. The panel agreed
that a blended approach would be important to maintain
and evolve knowledge and skills, using a mix of live, practical
training and online learning.
Here, we look at the training offered by a number of
organisations in the form of live and online sessions...

AUTOINFORM LIVE 2021

Visitors will get to view the latest OE products,
technology and tooling available and enjoy the gala
dinner on the Saturday evening.
Experts from OE suppliers, such as Dayco, Banner

Batteries and VARTA, are scheduled to speak, as are
Dave Massey, James Dillon and Andy Savva.
As usual, attendees are given the option of registering
for one of three groups, depending on which topics suit
their needs; from ADAS and AdBlue to batteries and
brakes, there will be something for everyone to take
away and apply to their own business.
To book a ticket, visit
www.oe-suppliers.org/autoinform-groups.

TRAINING

The Original Equipment Suppliers Aftermarket
Association will hold Autoinform Live 2021 at the GTG
Academy in Wolverhampton, during the weekend of
the 6th and 7th November. Guest speakers and garage
management, diagnostic equipment and tool suppliers
will champion the benefits of OE quality.
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GAIN CLARITY ON ADAS
Autotech Training is now offering IMI accredited ADAS training
for workshops. Last year, Thatcham Research announced its
Insurance Industry Requirements (IIR) relating to ADAS enabled
vehicles, this sets out new procedures that workshops and
accident repairers must follow at every stage of the repair
process, as of 31st March this year.
To comply with IIR, workshops must ensure that they have
both the capabilities and equipment to calibrate all the ADAS
cameras and sensors fitted to an ADAS equipped vehicle or use
sub-contractors capable of undertaking the calibration service
in accordance with the criteria of the IIR.
Sensor calibration requirements vary from vehicle to vehicle,
and the IIR is set to ensure that vehicle manufacturers’ technical
specifications are met to reinstate ADAS features safely. Autotech
Training is now delivering one day, IMI accredited Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems Training at its facility in Milton Keynes.
After completing Autotech Training’s IMI accredited course,
technicians will have the ability to identify and correctly interpret
information relating to a specific vehicle and its ADAS features to
determine which method of calibration is required.
“As the number of ADAS enabled vehicles join the UK roads, it is
vital that the automotive aftermarket is able to offer a safe repair
service,” comments Mandla Ndhlovu, Training Delivery Director
for Autotech Training.

SUMMER DATES ANNOUNCED FOR
HYBRID & EV, DSG OPERATION & SCOPE
TRAINING
The workshop solutions division of LKQ Euro Car
Parts oversees the provision of training through its
AutoEducation Academy. Covid-secure, in-person
training is available to those who prefer an interactive
classroom setting, and there’s a new e-learning suite for
technicians who prefer more flexibility.
Garages are being urged to consider their short
and long-term business priorities when identifying
opportunities to upskill. AutoEducation Academy
courses cover every job role in an independent garage,
including front and back-office positions with customer
service and business management responsibilities, as
well as on the workshop floor.
Highlights in the calendar for July and August include:

TRAINING

• L evel 2 & 3 Award in hybrid electric vehicle routine
maintenance activities, and system repair and
replacement
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• L evel 4 Award in the diagnosis, testing and repair of
electric/hybrid vehicles and components
 irect Shift Gearbox (DSG) operation, diagnosis and
•D
repair
•P
 icoScope – 1 day essential training or 2-day advanced
training.

“While the IIR provides the insurance supply chain with clear
guidance, automotive employers need to ensure that their
vehicle technicians are trained to not only comply, but to instil
confidence within their customers.”
F-Gas regulations
Autotech Training has just announced a one-day, IMI Level 3
Automotive Refrigerant Handling course, detailing how to safely
extract and restore F-Gas from an air conditioning unit, while
a two-day, IMI Level 3, Automotive Air Conditioning Servicing
and Maintenance course includes the refrigerant handling
element and the skills required to effectively service and repair
air conditioning units.
https://autotechrecruit.co.uk/training

Adam White,
workshop solutions
director at LKQ Euro
Car Parts, said: “Our
key focus this year as
a business is helping
the independent
aftermarket embrace
digitalisation, to make garages more efficient and
competitive, now and in the future. We’re doing our
bit to help, such as through the launch of our new
e-learning offering – and we’re encouraging garages to
take advantage.
“Independent workshops need the right digital skills
to develop a credible online presence – so new and
existing customers can easily find their websites and
social media channels, to make bookings and leave
reviews. It’s also critical that garages have the necessary
skills and knowledge to service and repair the latest
vehicles – which feature increasingly advanced
software and systems – safely, and to a high standard.”
Signing up for AutoEducation is free, and courses are
fully accredited by the IMI and City & Guilds. Courses
can be completed and paid for on a one-off basis, or
unlimited access with a 12-month gold membership
costs £1,499. Members also benefit from unlimited
access to a technical helpline, vehicle troubleshooting
database and bespoke training needs analysis.
www.autoeducationacademy.com

Your trusted partner.
Empowering workshops since 1984.
In today`s competitive world, your business needs all the help it can get. It needs a knowledgeable, expert
partner. With ZF [pro]Tech, you get access to technical knowledge, like vehicle-specific mounting instructions for
LEMFÖRDER, SACHS and TRW parts for commercial vehicles and passenger cars. As well as exclusive service data
direct from vehicle manufacturers, invaluable trainings, your own personal on-site support, and so much more.
Expertise. Knowledge. Trust. Welcome to ZF [pro]Tech.
Find out more, at protech.zf.com
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BLENDED LEARNING APPROACH TO EV
The number of independent garages that can cater for electric
vehicles is relatively few, but Delphi Technologies’ says that’s all
set to change if demand for its EV training is anything to go by.
The sales of fully electric, plug-in hybrid and mild hybrid vehicles
are rapidly on the increase and they’re only going to get even
more common. The OE supplier says for independent garages,
it represents a sink or swim scenario – only by adapting their
offering to cater for electrified vehicles can they secure their
long-term survival and success.
Philip Mitchell, UK Technical Services Manager, Delphi
Technologies, explains: “Before undertaking even the most
routine of jobs on an electrified vehicle, such as replacing the
brakes, technicians must first ensure they have the correct
equipment and knowledge, spanning everything from the
correct PPE to ensuring high voltage cabling is dead.
“All this and more is covered in our H/EV training offering. The
most popular course in our entire library is now Hybrid Level
3 IMI, which covers everything other than working on a live
battery or active system. We have grown into H/EV training as
the technology has been introduced and our courses provide
a dedicated training path, being suitable for all skill levels, from
beginner to master technician. There’s no limit on access either,
anyone can benefit from our training, whether they’ve been in

ONLINE TRAINING FOR DIAGNOSTICS
TOOLS
Technicians are invited to join Stephen Fox, Snap-on’s
diagnostic trainer, for online training sessions that
will help them get up to speed with their new FastTrack Intelligent Diagnostics tools, including the ZEUS,
TRITON-D8 and APOLLO-D8.
Training sessions are free-of-charge, and various
sessions are offered to suit your schedule. The Snapon live online training events are accredited by the
Institute of the Motor Industry and attendees will

the business for 30 years or work at a motor factor. It’s there to
ensure that everyone in the aftermarket can engage with, and
benefit from, the transition from conventional ICE vehicles to
those with electrified drivetrains. Basically, we’re here to teach
anybody who wants to learn about H/EVs.
“Learners begin with an eLearning course allowing them to
cover the basics, then complete two days of practical training
and assessment. Upon course completion, they get six months
access to our post H/EV learning material, which is updated
regularly.”
www.delphiautoparts.com

receive their Professional Development Certificate after
completing the course.
APOLLO-D8 training is offered on the first Monday of
every month, with sessions taking place at 10am, 1pm
and 7pm. ZEUS training takes place on the first Tuesday
and Thursday of every month at 10am, 1pm and 7pm
and training on the TRITON-D8 training is scheduled for
the first Wednesday of every month at 10am, 1pm and
7pm.
To register for a training session, visit: diagnostics.
snapon.co.uk/online-training.

JOIN THE LEAGUE OF TRUE MECHANICS
Denso’s League of True Mechanics competition has re-opened
and three new courses have been added to its IMI-approved
web-based e-Learning programme, covering wipers, air
conditioning and diesel.

“Those registered for the League of True Mechanics earn DENSO
‘coins’ as they complete their training and have the opportunity
to be among the leading European technicians and this year
each of the final top 10 will win one of a selection of fabulous

goodies, with a set of BOSE wireless headphones, a Team Toyota
Gazoo Racing jacket and team gilet the ultimate prizes for the
top three respectively.”
Technicians can quickly register for e-Learning here: www.
denso-technic.com/uk.
DENSO also runs regular free webinars for technicians with the
opportunity to ask its specialists questions. To view the training
calendar, visit: www.denso-am.co.uk/special-pages/trainingcalendar.

TRAINING

Denso’s Marketing Manager, Fatiha Laauich, says: “Designed to
help technicians to better understand and resolve problems, as
well as improve their technical knowledge concerning DENSO
products, the e-Learning platform is highly accessible and being
a web-based programme, they are able to study whenever they
have some free time, as the system usefully ‘remembers’ which
page they are at and re-opens the course where they finished
last time, meaning they are always up-to-date.”
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JOIN AUTOTECHNICIAN FOR ITS BIG
WEEKEND IN NOVEMBER
Autotechnician will host its next Big Weekend
event at Delphi Technologies’ training workshop
in Warwick on Friday 26th and Saturday 27th
November.
Unique content will be delivered each day by workshop owners,
independent trainers and sponsors, providing insights into
the latest technologies to enter the independent workshop –
including Hybrid & EV and ADAS – as well as practical tips on
diagnosing and repairing systems seen in the workshop every
day. Speakers confirmed include Andy Crook, Matt Cleevely,
Dave Massey and Peter Melville, with more to be announced.
One and two-day tickets are available now at https://
autotechnician.co.uk/training at a reduced rate thanks to
sponsor subsidies – £79 for a one-day ticket and two-day tickets
are priced £129. Numbers are strictly limited, so early booking is
advised.
Social distancing measures will be in place and tickets will be
fully refunded if the event is unable to run due to COVID-19
restrictions.

AUTOTECH 2021 is sponsored by:

ARE YOU EV READY?

TRAINING

WE OFFER A COMPLETE
SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR
ELECTRIC/HYBRID, MOT
AND OTHER TECHNICAL
TRAINING NEEDS.
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Tel: 01234 432988
Email: hello@autotechtraining.co.uk
Web: autotechtraining.co.uk

LEARN & WIN WITH NISSENS
Win one of three smart wireless service tools for
effective AC system troubleshooting, worth £60 to
£235!
The Nissens Training Concept (NTC) is an online platform to
provide independent workshops with access to a wealth of
technical knowledge relating to replacement components
and systems, such as air conditioning (AC). Within the resource,
technicians will find practical information, installation advice and
important facts relevant to their day-to-day business.
The NTC offers technicians various ways to acquire this
knowledge, including via self-learning modules, which
are courses on specific topics relating to a given system or
component, that combine important information such as
technical data and installation advice, with detailed graphics,
photos and videos and, with the help of a background speaker,
to effectively convey their content.
Nissnes says the technical knowledge offered by NTC courses
can be very useful to technicians, even if they are already an
expert in a given field with many years of experience.
All NTC material, including training modules and webinars, is
operated via a web browser, so navigating through the course
content is intuitive and involves using just a few simple buttons.
The training can be started at any time and place, and from any
type of device, including a smartphone, although for the best
user experience, it is recommended to use a tablet or computer.

How to start
Technicians will need to
register once as a user,
entering both their and
the company’s name,
as this will be stated
on the certificates,
which are issued on
completion of the
modules.
After the first login,
they will see the user
panel. Depending on
the level of access
granted, the main
categories will
display the contents
available, such
as training modules or planned
webinars.

system dependencies, and the potential impact of other systems
that may affect the AC system and the compressor’s operation.
Good examples are the impact of faults within the vehicle's
electrical system or improper use of consumables, such as UV
dye or flushing agents. The module consists of seven steps and
lasts approximately 30 minutes.

How to win testo wireless AC service tools
The learning module ends with a short summary test that
checks whether the user has acquired the most important
information. Correct answers, with a specified minimum score,
allow the course attendee to download and print an official
Nissens training certificate.
The first 30 technicians to gain their certificate by
applying through this Autotechnician reader link:
https://ntc.nissens.com/muc/testoukat will be entered
into a draw to find the three winners of the wireless AC
service tools from testo.
The first prize is a testo Smart Probes AC & refrigeration test
kit, with gauges and clamps and worth £235 + VAT (www.
testo.com/en-UK/testo-smart-probes-ac-and-refrigeration-testkit/p/0563-0002-10). The two runners-up will each receive a
testo 905i Bluetooth Air Thermometer Smart Probe, both worth
£60 + VAT (www.testo.com/en-UK/testo-905-i/p/0560-1905).
Learn more about Testo tools in this video presentation:
https://vimeo.com/529340216/5b8ce776bc.

Example module: AC compressor, Installation and diagnostics,
Level 3, Expert

The course begins with a thorough diagnosis of the entire
system, which enables the operator to determine and eliminate
potential causes of the originally installed compressor’s failure.
Such an approach helps to understand the importance of the

TRAINING

Being a detailed instruction on how to properly replace the AC
compressor, this is one of the most important modules in the
field of AC training, intended for advanced users who deal with
the system’s service and maintenance.
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Airtex discusses
common water
pump and timing
belt fitment
problems
One of the world’s largest automotive
pump manufacturer, Airtex, is raising
common fitment problems technicians can
make when replacing water pumps and
timing belts and provides advice on how to
avoid them
Nowadays, engines are increasingly complex and, due to the
wear and tear components suffer during their normal use, it is
essential for technicians to carry out preventive maintenance
checks, as stipulated by the manufacturers themselves, in order
to extend its life span to the maximum without losing any
performance.
One of the most important procedures a technician can
undertake is timing belt and water pump replacement. Airtex
provides a kit that includes all the elements necessary to
complete a quality replacement that will maintain its correct
function within the engine.
In most vehicles, the water pump is still driven by a belt
and from Airtex’s experience and knowledge, following a
few simple steps when changing them will prevent serious
subsequent damage. The essential aspects to consider when
carrying out replacement are essentially the cleanliness of the
rigid components, as well as the pump housing and cooling
system, and the correct tension of the belt.

TECHNICAL

Cleaning
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Cleaning is something that is sometimes omitted in repair and
maintenance processes, but it is highly recommended to do
it thoroughly since the belt, crankshaft and camshaft, water
pump, tensioners, idlers, etc, are continuously spinning. Foreign
bodies that end up between these moving parts can cause
premature wear to the drive system and cuts in, or breakage of,
the belt and consequently serious engine damage.
In addition, this area can be in contact with corrosive liquids,
such as oils, solvents and coolant, which can rapidly deteriorate
and rust the drive components. In this case, not only should

the area be cleaned, but it is also necessary to ensure that
there are no fluid leaks, which, if found, should be repaired
immediately.
Tensioning
The belt tension is something of vital importance that
manufacturers themselves emphasise in their repair manuals,
including specific procedures with the steps to follow during
the tensioning process. Generally, these start with the locking
of the crankshaft and camshaft, since the movement of the
pistons and the valve openings and closures have to be
perfectly synchronised for optimum engine function.
All the elements of the drive system must be replaced,
including where driven by the timing system, the water pump.
Then the new belt must be tensioned correctly. Although
it is increasingly common for manufacturers to incorporate
automatic tensioners that maintain the correct tension of the
belt, it is however, very important to follow all assembly steps
specified.
An over-tensioned belt can cause deterioration and premature
wear, affecting the bearings in the tensioners, idlers and water
pump, and even belt breakage. Equally dangerous is a belt
with insufficient tension, since the slack produces a buckling
motion, which causes similar faults in the belt and the rest of
the components.
It is also necessary to check the alignment of other
components, such as the camshaft pinions, crankshaft or
injection pump, as this could cause a forced tightening
movement of the belt, capable of damaging tensioners, idlers
or even the water pump.

STEERING &
SUSPENSION

Y O U R

N E W

> Manufactured for absolute performance and guaranteed safety.
> Impressive all makes range covering the vehicles that matter most to your business.
> 3-Year (36,000 mile) warranty.

EXPLORE COMLINE STEERING & SUSPENSION IN

Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

APP TRANSFORMS TABLET INTO
DIAGNOSTICS TOOL
Tablets are becoming increasingly popular in the workshop due
to their versality and price tag. As a result, HGS introduces the
mega macs ONE, which transforms a tablet with Android 6.0 or
higher and minimum 7-inch screen, into a diagnostic tool.
“The introduction of mega macs ONE is particularly important
as it allows workshops to access premium level diagnostic
capability at budget prices,” said Neil Hilton, Head of Hella
Gutmann Solutions. “By combining the best of HGS knowhow
with extremely competitively priced, off-the-shelf Android
technology, we have adapted these multifunctional devices into
high calibre diagnostic tools.”
After signing a licence agreement for the mega macs ONE app,
technicians receive a Bluetooth VCI (vehicle communication
interface), which it uses to communicate with the vehicle and,
once the software has been installed on the tablet, it can be
used for an unlimited period of time.
All the basic diagnostic functions available are equivalent to
those provided by our other mega macs tools, ranging from

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS
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displaying the OBD socket location in the vehicle, to reading/
deleting trouble codes, performing a global scan, resetting
service indicators, parameter depictions (up to 16 at the same
time), basic settings and adaptions, coding and actuator tests
and ADAS (advanced driver assistance system) calibration
software, as well as its new Cyber Security Management (CSM)
function, see page 40 for details. The diagnostic results can be
printed out or emailed to customers as a PDF document.
Users can alter the recording duration of measured parameter
values and it will sound a warning when the user is leaving the
VCI wireless range, avoiding unnecessary interruption of the
diagnostic process and accidental loss of the VCI.
www.hella-gutmann.co.uk

GOODWOOD VIP TICKETS UP FOR GRABS
LKQ Euro Car Parts has launched an online promotion on its
range of Shell oil, and has 25 pairs of Goodwood Festival of
Speed VIP tickets up for grabs.
Available exclusively to LKQ Euro Car Parts customers across
the UK, the promotion, which runs until June 10th, is offering
the first 25 trade customers to purchase 3,000 litres of Shell
oil via the Omnipart platform a pair of tickets to the hotlyanticipated July event.
In addition, for every 10 litres customers buy online, they will
earn one entry into a fortnightly prize draw, with hundreds
of products from diagnostic tools to torches with wireless
speakers also being given away.
VIP guests at the Goodwood Festival of Speed will enjoy a
three-course BBQ lunch and a sparkling wine afternoon tea,
as well as a private shuttle from the entrance, event radio
earpiece, and more.
Online ordering is one of LKQ Euro Car Parts’ digital focus
areas for garages in 2021, with it being faster than buying
parts over the phone. Orders placed through its trade
website, Omnipart, can be made 24/7, be tracked until
delivery, and returns and warranties are said to be quicker
and easier for customers.
https://omnipart.eurocarparts.com/win-with-shellprize-draw

HALOGEN UPGRADE
Night Breaker 200 is a new range of upgrade headlamp bulbs
from OSRAM, providing up to 200 percent brighter output
than required by law. A new visual feature is the mirrored
chrome tip, which gives the bulb its modern look.
The powerful headlamp bulbs are up to three times brighter
and provide up to 20 percent whiter light than required by
law. The light beam extends up to 150 metres and the strong
luminosity of the bulb provides improved, wider visibility.
This new range of performance bulbs complements the
existing halogen and xenon bulb portfolio of the Night
Breaker Series and is available now as an H4 and H7 ECE bulb
type.
www.osram.co.uk/nightbreaker-200
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NISSENS: THERMAL EXPANSION VALVE
FAULT GUIDE
A faulty thermal expansion valve (TXV) will impact the
air conditioning system’s performance and the life of the
compressor, warns climate system specialist, Nissens.
A delay in the valve reaction or improper, unbalanced metering,
along with the valve being stuck in an open or closed position,
are among the most common faults of a malfunctioning TXV.
These issues can also expose the AC compressor to excessive
workloads, a shortage of lubrication or flooding, leading to
severe damage.
Understand the symptoms of a faulty TXV and you can ensure
you get the correct AC system diagnosis and carry out the
required repair.
Here, Nissens provides some examples of TXV faults:
Improper metering of the refrigerant flow
Impaired metering failure often occurs in low-quality valves,
high-mileage vehicles, through wear or by leaks within the
power-sensing element of the valve, and improper setting of
the valve's superheat. It occurs when the valve's primary control
(power) element is out of the proper sensing and reaction
settings.
Stuck valve
Most commonly, the problem has a root cause in impurities
and debris inside the AC loop linked to the inappropriate use
of additives for the AC system, a worn receiver-drier, particle
formation after compressor seizure, or incorrect/lack of flushing.
Depending on the position where the valve is stuck, there

are several outcome scenarios, including a limited flow of the
refrigerant.
Impurities and debris inside the TXV
AC system contamination, additives, a worn receiver-drier,
particle formation following an AC compressor seizure and
incorrect flushing may lead to inner valve blockages.
Severe AC compressor failure/seizure
Impaired lubrication caused by overheating, lubricant dilution or
excessive impurities formation can all be linked to a faulty TXV.
Always replace the TXV when replacing an AC compressor, it is
a relatively inexpensive add-on and can prevent severe failures.
Always replace the valve if the system is diagnosed with severe
contamination and after a compressor breakdown caused by
seizure/overheating. Remember to flush the AC system before
fitting the new compressor and replacement TXV.
Technical training, data and resources can be found at:
www.nissens.com/climate

NEW EMISSIONS ANALYSER DESIGNED TO
SPEED UP MOT TESTING
The new Sun DGA6000 LINK has been designed to
make your MOT testing process fast and reliable, plus
a new health check feature highlights where you
could make additional revenue from repairing vehicle
faults. The equipment provides a complete OBD health
check report for customers, detailing any current or
pending issues with the vehicle, that can be used to get
approvals for additional repairs.

diagnostics.snapon.co.uk/DGA6000-LINK

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

The DGA6000 LINK is approved for the new timesaving
connected emissions regulation and allows the Snapon supplied decelerometer to connect to the MOT
testing service directly. The equipment incorporates
a computer with Windows 10 operating system, Dual
Band Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity, portable
wireless petrol and diesel emissions modules, enhanced
user interface that guides you through the test, 27”
widescreen display, quick links to your automotive
information system and new Wi-Fi oil temperature
device for pre-OBD vehicles.
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A long-standing
tradition of OE
partnerships
Being ﬁtted as Original Equipment on a new
car model is the ultimate validation of our quest
for braking excellence. JURID has a longstanding tradition of OE partnerships with vehicle
manufacturers - from the most popular to the
most iconic brands in the world.

Alfa Romeo - Audi - Bentley - BMW - Cadillac - Chevrolet
Chrysler - Citroën - Dacia - Fiat - Ford - Honda - Inﬁnity
Iveco - Jaguar - Jeep - KIA - Lamborghini - Lancia
Land Rover - Mazda - Mercedes-Benz - Mini - Mitsubishi

GERMAN OE BRAKING EXPERTISE

PRMJU2103

Nissan - Opel - Peugeot - Porsche - Renault - Seat
Skoda - Subaru - Suzuki - Toyota - Vauxhall - VW - Volvo

CABLES FOR CONVENIENT EV CHARGING
Delphi Technologies is making it easier for electrified vehicle
owners to charge their car, introducing new Mode 2 charging
cables that are compatible with any domestic mains socket.
The cables are ideal for PHEV (Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle) or
EV drivers who have short commutes of circa 30-40 miles per
day and overnight charging. Additionally, they are easy to store
in a luggage compartment as a backup charging option and,
with the built-in Auto-Reset feature, a vehicle will be charged
and ready for use when needed. The Auto-Reset provides a
restart in the event of a temporary power grid fault, such as
excessive voltage or a “brownout” where there is a reduction in
or restriction on the availability of electrical power in a certain
area.
Although new to the aftermarket, the Delphi Technologies
Charge Mode 2 Cables are in serial production at multiple major
OEMs. As with other Mode 2 charging cables, they utilise an
In-Cable Control- and Protection Device (IC-CPD) to guarantee

safe charging when connected to a household plug socket. The
IC-CPD is durable enough to handle whatever nature throws
at it and is designed to last over 10,000 mating cycles – which
equates to a service life of nine years, if used three times a day.
https://www.delphiautoparts.com/gbr/en/product/
charge-mode-2-cables

PLIERS WRENCH SETS
KNIPEX has introduced two new Pliers Wrench Sets
(medium and large) alongside its Extra Large Set, all
stored in a hardwearing, fabric tool roll which can be
easily attached with a hook-and-loop fastener.
The KNIPEX Pliers Wrenches are both pliers and a wrench
in a single tool and replace the need for a whole set of
metric and imperial spanners. You can quickly adjust the
jaw size with the push of a button with no unintentional
shift of the gripping jaws and no slipping of the joint. The
Pliers Wrenches allow you to grip, hold, press and bend
workpieces easily and the smooth jaws mean damage
free installation of plated fittings – even when working
directly on chrome.
There are now three Pliers Wrench sets available, each
holding Pliers Wrenches in different sizes with slim,
plastic-coated handles. Medium (00 19 55 S6) has three

tools in 125, 180 and 250mm lengths, Large (00 19 55
S7) contains tools in lengths of 150, 250 and 300mm
and Extra Large (00 19 55 S4) is equipped with five Pliers
Wrenches in 125, 150, 180, 250 and 300mm lengths.
www.knipex.com

MINTEX RANGE EXPANDS

Meanwhile Mintex’s latest brake disc
references have been made available for
passenger car vehicle makes and models
such as BMW Coupe, Convertible and
Touring, Nissan Atleon and Cabstar, Hyundai
Elantra and Veloster and Kia Niro..
All new references have been added to TecDoc and MAM
cataloguing systems and are also accessible via the online
catalogue Brakebook, by entering the Mintex part number. The

expert search function also allows searching by product criteria
such as width, height, thickness, drum diameter and many other
criteria.
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Mintex has added two new brake pads and
five new brake discs to its expanding product
range, covering popular Kia applications
including Sedona III, Picanto JA and Picanto
Runner.

www.mintex.com
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CRANKSHAFT TIP
A magnetic reluctor is extremely sensitive to any cleaning or handling.
As a result, it may become faulty which can lead to an incorrect
crankshaft sensor speed signal, warns febi. This can result in an engine
management malfunction with a fault being logged, such as fault
code P0336. An example of a faulty reluctor with damaged magnetic
segments is pictured. febi recommends replacing the crankshaft
magnetic reluctor wheel at the same time as the routine replacement
of the timing belt and/or the torsion vibration damper (TVD) pulley.
It offers this part singularly or as part of a kit to include the TVD and
bolt (36433 or 106476). This combination kit enables a professional
repair and avoids potential complaints, available for various Citroën,
Fiat, Ford, Lancia, Land Rover, Mitsubishi, and Peugeot models.
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

NEW-TO-RANGE STEERING AND
SUSPENSION PARTS
First Line has added a further 20 new references to
its steering and suspension programme, including
stabiliser links for Ford Focus, wishbones for MercedesBenz, Ford, Nissan, BMW and Renault applications, and
suspension arms for Jaguar, Saab and Vauxhall.
Its steering and suspension range includes over 8,500
references, its entire aftermarket programme consists
of more than 40,000 part numbers, across 60+ product
lines, which can be looked-up via application or cross
reference on its online catalogue, WebCat.
https://webcat.firstline.co.uk/Home
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MASSIVE TOOL UPDATE
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Sealey has launched its biggest ever Tool Catalogue, including more than 11,900
products designed for use in the trade and covering everything from hand tools to
larger workshop equipment, storage and consumables. Inside you will find improved
and extended ranges with over 2,800 brand new products, all complemented by a
vast range of spare parts.
33 new products have been added to its 12V and 20V ‘one-battery-fits-all’ ranges,
there’s a brand new 10.8V collection and multiple additions can be found in its
Pressure Washer Range. There’s more new hand tools as well as updates to the
Lighting and Power section. The new LED36012V LED Inspection Lamp produces
1,000 lumens and uses the same 12V battery from the one-battery-fits-all SV12
Series.
You can order Sealey’s biggest ever Tool Catalogue from your local stockist or
request one in the post via www.sealey.co.uk/literature-request.

Dayco Automotive,
Delivering Innovation from Original
Equipment to Aftermarket.

As a global leader in research, design, manufacture and distribution of essential
engine drive systems and aftermarket services for automotive applications
we provide innovative and effective solutions to meet specific performance
requirements for each customer’s needs.

Bosch cabin filters
Improve what matters
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Protection for allergy sufferers inside the car:
the new Bosch Cabin FILTER+

Watery eyes, itching sneezing attacks -allergic reactions are
particularly annoying when driving a car. In these cases, the
new FILTER+ can provide relief! That is because it separates
allergens, bacteria and fine dust particles efficiently preventing
them from entering the car.
Switch from standard or activated-carbon filters
to FILTER+ now - and improve your customers well-being.

www.boschaftermarket.co.uk

